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Nature’s Best Hope
by Douglas W. Tallamy

Tallamy’s first book,
Bringing Nature
Home, awakened
thousands of readers
to an urgent situation:
wildlife populations
are in decline
because the native
plants they depend on
are fast disappearing.
His solution? Plant
more natives. In this
new book, Tallamy
takes the next step
and outlines his vision
for a grassroots
approach to conservation. He shows how
homeowners everywhere can turn their yards into
conservation corridors that provide wildlife
habitats. If you are concerned about doing
something good for the environment, this book is
the blueprint you need. By acting now, you can
help preserve our precious wildlife—and the
planet—for future
Curbside/Overdrive/Hoopla
generations.

Also recommended:
The Pollinator Victory Garden by Kim Eierman
A Life On Our Planet by David Attenborough
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek by Annie Dillard
A Well-Gardened Mind by Sue Stuart-Smith
The Humane Gardener by Nancy Lawson
Bringing Nature Home by Douglas W. Tallamy
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Where can I find these
books?
Your New Castle County Library has the
books suggested in this issue in e-book or
e-audio format available through
Overdrive or Hoopla.
Or utilize curbside pick-up at your branch
for the book or audio.
Visit the library website to access your
preferred formats: https://lib.de.us/
New Castle County Library phone numbers
are listed on page 4.

Butterfly
Gardening
with Native
Plants
by
Christopher
Kline

This is a fun how-to
guide for attracting
butterflies with native
plants. It brings the
butterfly’s
perspective to the
reader. Living in
nature is getting more and more difficult around
the planet for butterflies. This makes manmade
habitats, filled with native plants, much more
important. Kline discusses butterfly gardening
basics, common butterflies in the garden,
garden designs, guide to host plants, native
nectar, and sources for native plants. Many
detailed illustrations on garden layout will make
building your own garden much easier. This
guide also makes it easy to pick plants that
attract different butterfly species.
Curbside/Hoopla

Attracting Birds, Butterflies, and Other
Backyard Wildlife
by David Mizejewski

Make your backyard more
nature-friendly by providing
habitats for the local wildlife!
From the National Wildlife
Federation, here are 17 stepby-step projects to make
getting back to nature easy,
educational and fun. There are
over 200 color photos of
backyard wildlife habitats and
the wide variety of creatures
they attract, plus step-by-step
photos and illustrations for
family projects. Your backyard
can come alive by creating an environment with plants and
spaces that attract nature's most interesting and friendly
creatures! Colorful butterflies, uplifting songbirds, and lively
toads can enhance your personal garden space, giving
pleasure to nature lovers of all ages. Learn how to fill your
yard and garden with the sights and sounds of nature with
ideas for homemade feeders, birdbaths, ponds, native plants,
protective cover, nesting places, and more.
Curbside/Hoopla

Mastering the Art
of Flower
Gardening
by Matt Mattus

This is a comprehensive
and highly practical study
of the art of growing
flowers. Mattus presents
expert tips on growing
both annuals and
biennials (including native
and heirloom
species) alongside
hundreds of lush
photographs. Every
variety or species
presented is one that he
has personally trialed and
grown. Mattus sets you up for success by providing
everything you need to know about starting seeds, soil,
sowing, hardening off, to transplanting, and growing. Every
flower includes detailed information based on his hands-on
experience, going beyond the information typically available
on the seed packet or a nursery tag.
Curbside/Hoopla

Handmade Bird,
Bee, and Bat
Houses
by Michele McKeeOrsini

Build and craft 25 beautiful
small homes and feeders to
attract wildlife to your
backyard. This book
features homes to build for
everything from bees to bats,
and bluebirds to butterflies.
Each house is beautifully
designed, with colorful
details, and is perfectly
adapted for its intended
inhabitants. There are
birdhouses you can hang up
or place on stands, a bee
house you can “plant” in your
flowerbed, and even a home
for a toad. There are also
feeders for birds and
butterflies, and homes for
ladybugs. You will learn the
basic woodworking and
decorating skills you need,
and the step-by-step project
instructions, clear artwork,
and stunning photography
will all inspire you to build
your own bird, bee, and bat
Curbside
houses.

How to be a Good Creature by
Sy Montgomery

Last Child in the Woods
by
Richard Louv
It is not only computers,
television, and video games that
are keeping kids inside. It is also
their parents’ fears of traffic,
strangers, Lyme disease, and
West Nile virus; their schools’
emphasis on more and more
homework; their structured
schedules; and their lack of
access to natural areas. New
research shows that nature can
offer powerful therapy for such
maladies as depression, obesity,
and attention deficit disorder.
Environment-based education
dramatically improves
standardized test scores and
grade-point averages and
develops skills in problem solving,
critical thinking, and decisionmaking. Louv shows us an
alternative future, one in which
parents help their kids experience
the natural world more deeply—
and find the joy of family
connectedness in the process.
Curbside/Hoopla

Montgomery reflects on the personalities and quirks of 13
animals who have profoundly affected her in this
stunning, poetic, and life-affirming memoir. Understanding
someone who belongs to another species can be
transformative. To research her books, she traveled the
world and encountered some of the planet’s rarest and
most beautiful animals.
From tarantulas to tigers,
her life continually intersects
with and is informed by the
creatures she meets. It also
explores vast themes: the
otherness and sameness of
people and animals; the
various ways we learn to
love and become
empathetic; how we find our
passion; how we create our
families; coping with loss
and despair; gratitude;
forgiveness; and most of all,
how to be a good creature in the world.

Wildlife in Your Garden
by Karen Lanier

Curbside/Overdrive/Hoopla

Imagine a thriving garden in your backyard, bursting with
vibrantly colored blooms and lush green leaves, shaded by
tall trees. Now imagine the same garden, alive with
buzzing and flapping and chirping and croaking. Imagine
the ecological
impact of
encouraging
natural pollinators.
Imagine the
excitement of
watching your
garden become a
hub of activity and
learning about all of
its different visitors.
For those who
relish observing
nature in action,
planning a garden
to attract certain
types of wildlife can
bring daily
enjoyment right into
the backyard..
Curbside/Hoopla

Read, Learn & Create:
The Nature Craft Book
by Clare Beaton

Contact Us
Give us a call for more
information about these
books and other library
services and programs.

With topics sure to stimulate creative
thinking and artistic prowess, these fun
nature crafts will motivate little ones to
venture outside for inspiration. Perfect
for your young explorers and your
elementary artists. Make a craft
inspired by nature, and learn
something, too! Use easy-to-follow
directions to make fifteen crafts (and
two recipes!) with each one focused on
nature. Crafts include fun facts and
additional resources, giving covert
learning opportunities for your little
explorer.
Curbside/Hoopla

Appoquinimink Library
302-378-5588
Bear Library
302-838-3300
Brandywine Hundred
Library
302-477-3150
Claymont Library
302-798-4164

How To Know The
Birds by Ted Floyd
Become a better birder with brief
portraits of 200 top North
American birds. This friendly,
relatable book is a celebration of
the art, science, and delights of
bird-watching. Floyd introduces a
new, holistic approach to birdwatching, by noting how
behaviors, settings, and seasonal
cycles connect with shape, song,
color, gender, age distinctions,
and other features traditionally
used to identify species. A
pleasure for birders of all ages,
this witty book promises solid
lessons for the beginner and
smiles of recognition for the
seasoned nature lover.
Curbside/Hoopla

The Little Gardener
by Julie A. Cerny

Here is an engaging illustrated guide for parents,
grandparents, caregivers, and educators who
want to help children explore the natural world
through gardening. Part how–to, part teaching
tool, and part inspiration, it is a thoughtful
combination of detailed instructions, tips,
anecdotes, and seasonal activities designed to
connect gardeners to natural systems. With fun
projects, useful charts, and creative journal
prompts, Cerny shows gardeners of all ages how
to envision and build their garden together by
making the process an adventure to be treasured,
with much to learn along the way.
Curbside

Corbit-Calloway Library
302-378-8838
Delaware City Library
302-834-4148
Elsmere Library
302-892-2210
Hockessin Library
302-239-5160
Kirkwood Library
302-995-7663
New Castle Library
302-328-1995
Newark Free Library
302-731-7550
Route 9 Library
302-657-8020
Wilmington Library
302-571-7400
Woodlawn Library
302-571-7425
Visit us on the web at
https://nccde.org/286/
Libraries
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